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app that has been used to communicate
with MSN and Yahoo! since the early 2000s
no longer has a official client for Windows.

Fortunately, both Windows users and
developers can take advantage of the

source code and rebuild a version of the
app for their own use. The revamped
application is called NetMessenger for

Windows, and it's currently in beta.
NetMessenger for Windows is a fairly

straightforward interface, but the app has
gained some features over the years that

will make it even more appealing for
Windows users. It has a revamped design

and its menu is now customizable. The app
now has a more robust file upload feature
that is the natural progression for the app.

The image gallery has also been
revamped, with the ability to upload

images from the favorites bar and viewing
images without having to switch to the

desktop. The latest builds also support MSN
and Yahoo! video chats without any
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additional plugins, a capability that was at
one time exclusive to AOL Instant

Messenger. You'll also find new features
under the hood. NetMessenger for

Windows uses the.Net Framework and
brings a lot of the features that are

commonplace in Windows 7 and Windows
8.1. A pane on the left-hand side shows the
users' online status, contacts, and settings.
The app also has a useful help menu that
allows you to see tutorials, get support for

downloads, or search the Web.
NetMessenger for Windows can't compete
with the million-dollar buzz of the popular

Windows app that brought together instant
messaging and video chatting, but it's still

a worthwhile addition to your Windows
machine. * * * CRACKED PLATFORMS

NetMessenger for Windows is available for
Mac OS X d0c515b9f4
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Further, the court found that the specific
types of licensed replacement lamp

packages recited in the '094 patent would
not have been obvious to a hypothetical

person of ordinary skill in the art in view of
the pre-existing technology. Additionally,
the court found that the application of the
claims to actual products was not obvious
to a hypothetical person of ordinary skill in
the art. 13 The trial court's findings are not

clearly erroneous and the court properly
denied the motion for summary judgment.

First, the claims are not directed to the
abstract idea of recording physical

measurements. Rather, they are directed
to the specific license package and method

claimed. Second, the claims are not
"directed to an inoperative mental process"

because they are not directed to an
inoperative reality or merely an abstract
idea. See Bilski, 545 U.S. at 930-31, 125

S.Ct. 3275. Rather, the claims are directed
to a particular and useful form of licensed
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replacement lamp package. Further, no
reasonable juror could conclude, based on

the record before us, that a person of
ordinary skill in the art would have been

unable to combine each of the claim
elements because of the existence of an
earlier invention. 14 Lamp Works's final

argument concerns the effective filing date
of claim 1. Lamp Works argues that claim 1

of the '
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